The Catholic Action should lead the dialogue with the present world and man. One can speak about dialogue competence, integration and apostolic. The competence dialogue means the acquaintance of the competence which are entitle to people organized into units in the structures of the Catholic Action. However the ability of the co-operation means the integration dialogue within of the association and beyond him with all subjects of the religious and social life. Meanwhile the apostolic dialogue forces the members of the Catholic Action to search and undertaking the new forms of the working in the range of the evangelization.

These areas do not exhaust all planes of the commitment of the association. The most important areas are this, however, the connected with the problems which from in the considerable measure the future of the Church will depend not only in our country but also the future of the Catholic Action itself. Formation of the attitudes of joint responsibility can not exclusively limit oneself to the members of the association, the work has on this filed the general range, because the preparation of individuals and societies to the party of joint responsibility for the other man and furnishing the world is the key task.